
MEDIA INVITATION                   Date: Oct 10 2014

'We Need Choices' Education Conference 2014 (Oct 11 & 12)
The First Parent-intiated Conference Promoting Rethinking and Choice in HK Education

With the support of  the Faculty of Education at the University of  Hong Kong, EDiversity Ltd., a newly 
founded charity, presents the first parent-initiated education conference in Hong Kong. More than 20 
prominent speakers from overseas and locally will debunk educational myths and introduce alternative 
education models. A large range of educational topics, revolving around the need to cater to students’ 
individual needs and interests, and choice in education, will be explored. 

Topics include: Why is parenting in the first 3 years of life critical? Why do Finnish students excel 
academically with little homework, drilling and exams? Why can learning too much too early be counter-
productive? What are democratic schools and homeschooling and how  are they developing locally and 
throughout the world? Why is the traditional way of  using textbooks to teach English ineffective? And 
what should schools in the 21st century be like?

We shall showcase three local alternate education models each for preschool, primary, and secondary 
levels. During the 2-day conference, there will also be workshops and an other-than-mainstream 
education exhibition including 20+ exhibitors.  Attached please find our 2-day programme.

Date: Saturday, October 11 and Sunday, October 12; 0930-1730 each day
Conference venue: Meng Wah Complex T2, HKU

Media arrangement: All media please register for a media pass at the reception outside T2
1. Plenary  sessions: As T2 will be too crowded for filming, media seating will be available in lecture 

theatre T4 which shows live feed of the plenary  sessions in T2. Please consult with media 
reception outside T2 for any  filming and interviewing enquiries. The organizer may provide 
pictures and videos of the conference. Media please prepare a hard drive to copy.   

2. Workshops: All workshops are open for filming. Please be considerate and avoid affecting the 
participants. 

For details about the “We Need Choices” Conference speakers and about EDiversity, please visit:
www.ediversity.org and https://www.facebook.com/EDiversity

Media Enquiry:  admin@ediversity.org 
Cam Cheung 92137540 Doreen Ho 94534030      Vivian Cheung 98431963

(6 pages in total, attachments: A foreword for the conference from Professor Cheng Kai Ming of HKU 
Faculty of Education, Conference programme & supporters information)
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The world has changed, so should education!

Professor Cheng Kai Ming, Chair Professor, Faculty of Education, HKU

Society has changed. Mass production has given way to “less of more” (less quantity, more 
variety). Pyramidal structures of large corporations have been replaced by numerous small work 
units.  Frontline workers are no longer simple operatives. They have to face customers, make 
decisions, design with creativity, take risks… They are knowledge workers who have to use their 
brains. Is our education today nurturing a generation like this?

Society has changed, so has the life of individuals. People experience frequent change of jobs 
and occupations, and encounter unwanted unemployment or job-waiting. Job security is 
increasingly weakened.  Work aside, our next generation will experience a very different family, 
cultural, political, religious, leisure and elderly life. Is our education preparing our next 
generation for these non-economic aspects of life?

Our mission now is to move away from the excessive economic discourse, obsolete concepts  of 
schooling, and excessive formal instruction. Back to basics, we should bring ‘learning’ back to 
education and restore student learning as the core of education. We do know, however, it is a 
long journey ahead.

EDiversity is a parent organization. ‘We Need Choices’ is organized by parents. It is a 
conference introducing alternative education. This is an innovation and an unusual start. Don’t 
ever think Hong Kong parents  are all ‘tiger mums’, many are longing and searching for an 
education that is different. Parents should have their contributions in education in order to face 
the new era.

We deeply believe that student learning can take place in many alternative forms. When 
parents, teachers and the government work together in concert, widen the vision on education, 
give students more space that allow them to have many more learning experiences, Hong Kong 
children will certainly enjoy a future that is healthier, happier, and more fulfilling. 
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Conference Advisors:
Professor Cheng Kai Ming, Chair Professor, Faculty of Education, HKU
Dr. Pang Ming Fai, Associate Professor & Associate Dean (Cross-border & International 
Engagement), Faculty of Education, HKU
Conference Coordinator: 
Ms. Lynn Su, Education Policy Unit, Faculty of Education, HKU

贊助機構 Sponsors:
　｜Chen Yet-Sen Family Foundation｜Arden Wong Natural Medicine Centre｜                      

｜Agape Healthcare ｜EventXtra ｜Tree Children’s lodge｜
　｜Rudolf Steiner Education Hong Kong｜Ms Anna Fong Siu Ling ｜

     

        Ms Anna Fong Siu Ling

媒體夥伴 Media Partners:
　　｜ Ming Pao ｜ Corp-Vision Media｜ CUHK jcMotion ｜ Beans Together ｜

　 　  

顧問機構 Advisory Organisations:
　｜　Yes Network　｜　Awakening　｜

　 

  
           (往下頁 next page)
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支持機構 Supporting Organisations:                           ｜
｜MaD(Make a Difference)｜HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity｜Unleash Foundation｜
｜Bring Me a Book（Hong Kong Foundation）｜Principal Chan Free Tutorial World｜              

｜SEN Rights｜Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies, CUHK｜Floating Classroom｜ 
｜TSA Concern Group｜Dreams Possible｜Holistic Education Foundation｜                          

｜Life Front-Line Sailing Ministry｜Produce Green Foundation｜Revitalized Hearts｜
｜The Mulberry Tree Unschool｜The Harbour School｜Autism Partnership｜

｜Teens Angel Family Centre｜Life Inspire｜Hong Kong Academy of Homeopathy｜
｜International College HK｜Samuelʼs Production & Co｜Zitison Ltd.｜                                                        

   

         　 

Our deepest thanks to all our supporters, particularly to our numerous volunteers that are not credited here! 
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